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ABSTRACT 
The National Ignition Facility (NIF), currently under construction at 
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is a stadium-sized 
facility containing a 192-beam, 1.8 Megajoule, 500-Terawatt, ultra-
violet laser system together with a 10-meter diameter target chamber 
with room for nearly 100 experimental diagnostics.  When 
completed, NIF will be the world’s largest and most energetic laser 
experimental system, providing an international center to study 
inertial confinement fusion and physics of matter at extreme 
densities and pressures.  The NIF is operated by the Integrated 
Computer Control System (ICCS), which is a layered architecture of 
over 700 lower-level front-end processors attached to nearly 60,000 
control points and coordinated by higher-level supervisory 
subsystems in the main control room.  An Ada95 based shot 
automation framework has been developed and deployed during the 
past year to orchestrate and automate shots performed at the NIF 
using the ICCS.  Ada95 provides language features that have 
enabled the construction of a complex, highly distributed control 
application.  The Ada tasking model and protected types provide 
multi-threaded behaviors and synchronization mechanisms required 
by the ICCS.   The Shot Automation framework is designed to 
automate 4-hour shot sequences including derivation of shot goals 
from an experiment definition, set up of the laser and diagnostics, 
automatic alignment of laser beams, and a countdown to charge and 
fire the lasers.  A typical sequence consists of one or more 
preparatory verification shots leading to an amplified system shot 
that is followed by post-shot analysis and archiving.    The 
framework provides for flexible model-based workflow execution 
with work divided into data driven packets called “macro steps”.  
The Shot Director program is the top-level orchestrating component 
of the shot automation framework, which manages the state machine 
that defines the structure of the shot sequence.  Collaboration 
Supervisors translate shot lifecycle state commands from the Shot 
Director into sequences of “macro steps” that are distributed to 
subsystem shot supervisors while maintaining the order of macro 
steps for each subsystem and supporting collaboration between 
different macro steps.   Each macro step has phases for database-
driven verification and a scripted execution.  This provides a highly 
flexible framework for performing a variety of NIF shot types.  
Database tables define the order of work and dependencies 
(workflow) of macro steps to be performed for a shot.  A graphical 

model editor facilitates the definition and viewing of an execution 
model.  A Change Manager tool enables “de-participation” of 
individual devices, of entire laser segments (beams, quads, or 
bundles of beams) or of individual diagnostics.  This software has 
been successfully deployed to the NIF facility and is currently being 
used to support NIF laser commissioning shots and the build-out of 
additional laser bundles.  The software will also be used to automate 
future target and experimental shot campaigns. 
 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.3.3 [Language Constructs and Features]: abstract data types, 
polymorphism, control structures, concurrent programming 
structures, frameworks, and patterns.  

General Terms 
Algorithms, Management, Design, Reliability, Human Factors, 
Standardization, Languages, Verification. 

Keywords 
Architecture, model-based, workflow, framework, Ada95, Java, 
CORBA, concurrency, multi-threaded, data driven, state machine, 
XML 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The National Ignition Facility’s Integrated Computer Control 
System is designed to automatically operate 24 independent bundles 
of 8 laser beams and an experimental target system. To implement 
the large-scale control system, the architecture is partitioned among 
the bundles and divided into layers.  A front-end processor (FEP) 
layer consists of about 700 Front End Processors connected to 
thousands of control points that operate the laser and target 
equipment.  The subsystem supervisor layer for status and control 
organizes logical collections of control points in various FEPs.  The 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) layer provides operator views of all 
layers including shot automation.  A framework services layer 
provides common services such as alerts, events, archiving, 
reservations, message logging, name services, and process 
management.  An overarching shot layer coordinates subsystem 
supervisors and operation of FEP control points to achieve shot 
automation.   

The shot layer consists of a state machine and inter-communicating 
dynamic workflow engines that coordinate the 24 bundles through a 
Shot Lifecycle of 10 well-defined Shot Lifecycle States.  The 
workflow engine, or Collaboration Supervisor organizes the 
collaborative work of the subsystem shot supervisors within a 
bundle.  The state machine contained in the Shot Director program 
coordinates all Collaboration Supervisor transitions between Shot 
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Lifecycle States.  This combination provides the flexibility to 
autonomously operate 24 independent bundles with a minimal 
operations staff. 

This paper gives a general description of NIF, the control system, 
and an overview of laser/target shot automation requirements. This 
is followed by a more detailed treatment of the Ada-based shot 
automation framework and salient language features that enable 
automation of a highly distributed and multi-threaded control 
system. 

2. Description of the National Ignition Facility 
When completed, the National Ignition Facility will be, by far, the 
world’s largest and most energetic laser and a major international 
scientific resource. Designed to study the physics of matter at 
extreme densities, pressures, and temperatures, NIF will use 
192 laser beams to compress fusion targets to conditions required 
for thermonuclear burn (ignition). In the process, it will liberate 
more energy than is consumed in initiating the fusion reactions.   

Every NIF experimental shot is a complex computerized 
coordination of laser equipment and the efforts of system operators 
that requires reliable monitoring and controlling of 60,000 control 
points comprised of electronic, optical, and mechanical devices, 
such as motorized mirrors and lenses, energy and power sensors, 
video cameras, laser amplifiers, pulse power, and diagnostic 
instruments. The precise orchestration of these parts will result in 
the propagation of 192, nanosecond-long bursts of light along a 1-
kilometer beam path. These 192 beams must arrive within 
30 picoseconds of each other at the center of a target chamber 10 
meters in diameter, and they must strike within 50 micrometers of 
their assigned spot at a target measuring less than 1 centimeter long. 

NIF-0202-0XXXXppt
15/GHM/tr

The National Ignition Facility

 

Figure 1.  The National Ignition Facility 

NIF consists of four main elements: a laser system and optical 
components; the target chamber and its experimental systems; an 
environmentally controlled building housing the laser system and 
target area; and an integrated computer control system. 
All major laser components are assembled in clean modules called 
line-replaceable units (LRU). These LRUs contain laser optics, 
mirrors, lenses, and hardware such as pinhole filter assemblies. The 
facility will contain approximately 4200 of these LRUs of 40 
different types.  All LRUs are designed to be assembled and 
installed into NIF’s beam path infrastructure system, the exoskeleton 

of NIF, while retaining the high level of cleanliness required for 
proper laser operation.  
 

Figure 2. Output Sensor Package LRU monitors laser 
performance and provides video images for automatic beam path 

alignment. 

3. ICCS Overview 
The ICCS [1] is a hierarchically organized and distributed control 
system that employs a framework [2] of reusable software to build 
uniform programs that satisfy numerous functional requirements. 
ICCS employs Ada95, Java, CORBA, and object-oriented 
techniques to enhance the openness of the architecture and 
portability of the software. Ada is generally used to implement 
control system semantics [3,4].  Java is used for the production of 
graphical user interfaces and the integration of commercial software, 
particularly the Oracle database system. CORBA provides the 
transparent language binding and distributed communication 
middleware utilizing TCP/IP transport.  The ICCS software, now 
nearly 80 percent complete, is a 400-person-year effort that will 
soon have about 1.4-million lines of code running on more than 750 
computers. ICCS will be coordinated from a state-of-the-art control 
room that fires the laser and conducts these experiments 
automatically, requiring a minimum of operator oversight. 

Figure 3. NIF Control Room contains 14 operator stations and 
features a video status wall 
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The ICCS software framework is an integrated collection of 
services, templates, and patterns developed early on by the team for 
building the large number of FEPs and supervisors (Figure 4). The 
framework takes advantage of a dynamic configuration paradigm 
that allows the software completed for one bundle to be replicated 
for another simply by modifying parameters in the database and 
starting another copy. ICCS processes access the database during 
initialization to determine their assignment in the control system to 
prescribed bundles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. ICCS Software Framework Toolkit 

ICCS’s computer architecture is hierarchical in nature and has three 
main layers. The front-end layer consists of about 700 front-end 
processors (FEPs) that are distributed throughout the facility in close 
proximity to laser hardware components. The supervisory and shot 
control layers run centrally on 30 server computers in a machine 
room adjacent to the main control room. The GUI layer runs on an 
ensemble of 14 operator consoles, each with 3 display screens. The 
consoles provide graphical operator displays and access to 
automated controls that work together with the supervisors and 
FEPs to coordinate control of components in all 192 beams. An 
Oracle database and common control system services are hosted on 
additional dedicated servers in the machine room. 

Front-end processors attach to and control the laser hardware. They 
run Ada applications on multiple operating systems (Solaris, 
VxWorks, WindowsXP) and industrial-grade microprocessors 
(SPARC, x86, PowerPC). The FEPs are organized to support 
hardware in NIF’s functional subsystems: injection laser, beam 
controls, laser diagnostics, pulse power, and target diagnostics.  
Several varieties of FEP were designed; each type is optimized to 
control a similar collection of devices, such as beam steering control 
or the pulse power supplies. The FEPs interface to devices such as 
stepping motors, transient digitizers, calorimeters, and photodiodes. 
For example, a single beam control FEP drives as many as 100 
motors simultaneously to precisely adjust the laser beam so that the 
laser is kept on course within 50 micrometers (about half the width 
of a human hair) over a path length of 1000 meters – analogous to 
hitting the strike zone with a pitch thrown from 300 miles away. In 
keeping with the independent bundle concept, these FEPs are 
partitioned from other bundles by connecting only those control 
devices associated with a single bundle (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Alignment front end processors control up to 100 

stepping motors and 60 binary devices each 

Supervisor systems running Ada applications provide higher levels 
of control integration and aggregate system status. Operators access 
supervisor system data, and control devices on FEPs, through a 
hierarchy of Java GUIs running on PC/Windows XP operator 
consoles. Operator consoles can also display still and motion video 
images of the laser beams from any of the hundreds of high 
resolution network-attached sensor cameras located throughout the 
laser control system 

ICCS uses a variety of tools and engineering practices for 
supporting software requirements, design, implementation, and test 
[5].  A mixed environment of multiple languages, operating systems, 
and computer hardware platforms require a diverse set of tools, 
skills, and disciplines.  The Ada development environment for 
Sun/Solaris and VxWorks PowerPC Ada applications is 
IBM/Rational’s Apex (V4.2.0.b).  Apex includes Apex/Summit 
source control, an Ada95 native (Sun) compiler, Ada95 PowerPC 
cross compiler, Testmate unit test tool, and the Ada Analyzer 
software quality assessment tool. 

In 2004 the project decided to migrate from analog RS170 to high 
performance digital video cameras. The drivers and tool support for 
firewire digital video require the x86 Windows/XP environment, 
which is a new Ada target platform for ICCS.   Ada Compiler 
Technology (ACT) was chosen to supply the GNAT Ada compiler 
used to implement the digital video FEP.  With minor modifications, 
the ICCS FEP software framework was ported to GNAT.  Apex was 
modified to support remote compilation of GNAT 5.0.2.a.  The 
GNAT/Ada digital video FEP was successfully deployed for 
production use in late 2004. 

4. NIF Shots 
ICCS was designed to fire and diagnose each laser shot within 4 
hours. This requirement includes shot setup preparations and the 
countdown sequence; performing automatic alignment, laser beam 
diagnosis, and control of power conditioning and electro-optic 
subsystems; monitoring the status of all subsystems and 
components; and providing operators with graphical interfaces to 
display those data. ICCS also must maintain records of system 
performance and archive the experimental data recorded by NIF’s 
advanced diagnostic instruments. 
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Over the next few years, as laser “bundles” of eight beams - the 
basic modular unit of NIF - are completed, computers and software 
that were fielded for the first bundle will be replicated to 
commission new bundles.  NIF’s natural partitioning according to 
the independent bundle architecture greatly simplifies the task of 
controlling the laser because each bundle is operated 
asynchronously from the others until the final countdown.  The 
bundles are synchronized together just before shot time. 

Daily operation of NIF is managed by a Lead Operator, whose role 
is to conduct shot experiments and oversee control room activities 
that operate the laser and target systems. The ICCS team developed 
shot supervisory software that assists the control room staff to 
prepare and fire each shot by automatically sequencing the many 
functions of the computer control system.  The Lead Operator 
interacts with the top layer of this software to ensure that every 
experiment runs successfully. 

Given the overall scale, timeline and commissioning approach, high-
level requirements for shot automation include: 

• Ability to scale to the full 24 bundles 

• Support automation of dissimilar bundles 

• Model-driven activity sequences 

• Data-driven verification of laser component states 

• Factor common activities for re-use 

• Subsystem interactions and collaborations 

• Localized error recovery 

• Execution of activities based on calculated participation 

• Automatic derivation of laser/target component settings 
based on experiment goals 

5. Ada-based Shot Automation Framework 
The Ada shot automation framework is composed of the Shot 
Director Layer, Collaboration Management Layer and Subsystem 
Shot Management Layer (Figure 6).  Each of these layers consists of 
one or more distributed processes and CORBA is used for 
communication between layers.  Ada tasks are used extensively by 
these different layers to accomplish parallelism and decouple work 
execution from command and status messages.  Interface decoupling 
is an important design characteristic of robust and efficient 
distributed systems.   

The Shot Director is the topmost application in ICCS Shot Control.  
The Shot Director manages a shot through its lifecycle.  Using the 
Shot Director software, the Lead Operator selects a pre-approved 
Experiment definition using the GUI to begin the Shot Lifecycle.  
The Experiment definition describes the goals of the shot (e.g., 
desired laser performance) in terms understood by software.  These 
goals are read from a database and used to derive specific settings 
used within the Shot Lifecycle by the various subsystems.  The 
settings are represented by Shot Setpoints.   

A “setpoint” is a named position/state of a software object in ICCS.  
A named position/state of an ICCS software object typically 
corresponds directly to the state of a physical device or collection of 
devices.  The ICCS setpoint abstraction is implemented using a 
CORBA-enabled Ada generic. Setpoints are used extensively by 
ICCS application software to encapsulate the details of position or 
state.  The meaning of position/state varies with the type of setpoint.  

Ada generics are ideal for encapsulating type-variant behaviors like 
ICCS setpoints. For example, position for a timing channel has 
substantially different composition and meaning than position for a 
beam shutter.  Client application software can refer to a 
position/state by name rather than having to know the detailed 
attributes and settings to arrive at a particular position or state.  The 
Shot Automation Framework makes extensive use of setpoints to 
configure the system for shots. 
 

 
Figure 6. Shot Management Layers 

The Shot Director software orchestrates all participants at the 
Collaboration Management layer in their transitions between well-
defined Shot Lifecycle states representing high-level conceptual 
activities such as reading goals, configuring for a preparatory shot, 
shot countdown, updating settings, etc.  All participating 
Collaboration Supervisors are commanded to execute a Shot 
Lifecycle state in unison.  The Shot Director’s state machine limits 
the actions available to the Lead Operator within that state.  
Transition events are generally triggered by Lead Operator action.   

The Collaboration Management layer consists of Collaboration 
Supervisor processes, one per bundle plus two for some non bundle-
based systems.  Each Collaboration Supervisor process accepts 
commands and reports status with the Shot Director via CORBA 
messages.  When a Collaboration Supervisor is commanded to 
execute a Shot Lifecycle state, it reads a workflow model from the 
database representing the sub-functions, their order, and the inter-
relationships specific to that collaboration space and state.  These 
sub-functions are referred to as Macro Steps.  A Macro Step is 
defined as a collection of autonomous steps, which when executed 
in a specific order perform a task associated with a NIF shot.  The 
role of the Collaboration Supervisor is to coordinate the parallel, 
ordered execution of Macro Steps by the collection of Subsystem 
Shot Supervisors.  The workflow graph for a specific bundle and 
shot lifecycle state includes a line of execution for each Subsystem 
Shot Supervisor belonging to that bundle, with interconnecting lines 
representing order dependencies between Macro Steps in different 
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Shot Supervisors’ lines of execution. Separate Ada tasks are used to 
communicate with each Subsystem Shot Supervisor. Figure 7 shows 
a contrived workflow diagram for the Implement Plan Shot 
Lifecycle state.  Subsystem mnemonics are organized vertically on 
the left and Macro Steps are identified with rectangles.  The 
interconnecting lines indicate ordering and interdependencies 
reading from left to right.  Java GUIs render the real NIF workflow 
model for the Lead Operator.  Progress is indicated by colorizing the 
Macro Step rectangles. 

Figure 7. Model based workflow 

The Subsystem Shot Management Layer is composed of a collection 
of Shot Supervisor applications, each accepting commands and 
reporting status to a specific Collaboration Supervisor.  These Shot 
Supervisors represent specific NIF subsystems. One example is 
Power Conditioning.  The Power Conditioning Subsystem (PCS) is 
responsible of the charging and firing of the capacitors powering the 
laser amplifiers. In general, FEPs, subsystem status/control 
supervisors, and their GUIs support manual operator interactions 
with hardware.  A PCS Shot Supervisor for a particular bundle 
reports to the Collaboration Supervisor and automates the PCS shot 
activities by executing Macro Steps that manipulate bundle PCS 
devices.  Macro Steps are represented as transient Ada objects at 
run-time.  The Subsystem Shot Management Layer creates a specific 
Macro Step object upon receiving an execute Macro Step command 
from the Collaboration Supervisor.  It is discarded upon Macro Step 
completion. 

The Shot Supervisor Framework uses defined verification phases (Is 
Done, Ready, and Final Done) to validate the state of the system 
before and after executing a Macro Step. Primarily by checking if 
devices are at particular setpoints, these data-driven phases 
determine if the Macro Step is: 1) already done; 2) if not done, ready 
to be run; and 3) after running, successful in its execution.  Between 
the Ready and Final Done verifications is the Perform phase of the 
Macro Step which is XML script driven and contains detailed steps 
and sub-steps (See section 5.7). The framework supports additional 
parallelism within a Subsystem Shot Supervisor using Ada tasks that 
position collections of similar devices in the Perform phase.  Any 
anomalies or error conditions are reported to subsystem shot 
supervisor GUIs.   This combination allows for significant flexibility 
in defining and redefining automation sequences without coding 
additional software releases. 

5.1 Process Distribution 
To understand scaling of the shot management layers, this section 
describes a physical partitioning of processes that will operate shots 
for NIF at full scale.  This partitioning is intended to reduce single 
points of failure and achieve independent operation and error 
recovery for each bundle. 
Bundle partitioning of NIF hardware has been applied to the ICCS 
shot management layers.  This bundle-based architecture allocates 
supervisor processes to a computer dedicated to a specific bundle.  
That is, all of the status and control processes for LRUs on a specific 
bundle are allocated to that bundle’s server computer, as are the 
subsystem shot supervisors and bundle collaboration supervisor 
(Figure 8). In computer hardware terms, this extrapolates to 24 
bundle-based supervisory Sun/Solaris server computers for the full-
scale NIF, plus some additional servers for non-bundle-based 
controls such as master timing and target diagnostics.  
Approximately 20 processes are allocated to each bundle-based 
server.  Full-scale process counts for the shot, supervisory, and FEP 
layers are identified in Table 1.  All processes communicate via 
CORBA using TCP/IP transport. 

Table 1. Process Distribution 

Process Kind Computers Processes 
per 

computer 

Full scale 
process 
counts 

Framework 
Servers 

1 10 10 

GUI Navigator 20 2 40 

Shot Director 1 1 1 

Collaboration 
Supervisor 

26 1 26 

Shot Supervisor  10 260 

Status/Control 
Supervisor 

 8 208 

FEP 700 1 700 

Totals 748  1245 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.  Shot Layer Processes 
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5.2 Shot Lifecycle State Machine 
The ICCS Shot Director software implements the shot lifecycle 
using an extension of the “State Pattern”[6] in Ada95.  In this 
pattern, the states are represented by a set of concrete state objects 
derived from an abstract parent state.  When an action is to be 
performed, the parent provides a dispatching mechanism to that 
action’s method in the current state.  The current state performs the 
requested action and returns the next state as the result. 

ICCS has extended this design to allow creation of multiple 
concurrent state machines as required to support multiple concurrent 
shot cycles on NIF.  A separate Shot Lifecycle state machine is 
created for each new shot.  In the State Map pattern, state transitions 
depend on the current state, the action performed, and the result of 
the action.  A state may implement one or more actions and an 
action may result in one or more possible state transitions. In this 
design, the next state is determined from a map built into an abstract 
parent state. 

The states in the State Map pattern form a three-level system 
containing an abstract super state, an abstract parent state, and 
concrete states (Figure 9).  The abstract super state contains an 
Ada95 generic to manage state transitions.  The super state generic 
is instantiated by a derived abstract parent state with three 
enumerations including state names, action names, and result names.  
From these three enumerations, state transitions can be created and 
managed in the abstract parent state. 

May override default 
state actions

Super State
Handle_Map
Transition_Map

Set_State_Handle()
Get_State_Handle()
Next_State()
Transit()
Show_Transitions()
Name_Of (State)()
Name_Of (Action)()
Name_Of (Result)()

Parent State
State_Type
Action_Type
Result_Type

Initialize()
Name_Of()
Downcast()
Show_Transitions()
Default_State_Actions()

Concrete State
State_Name

State_Action()

Implements 
Generic_Maps as 
an Ada Generic

Instantiates a 
Generic_Map with 
States, Actions, 
and Results

State Map Pattern

 
Figure 9. State Map Pattern Class Diagram 

The second level of the State Map pattern is the abstract parent state.  
An instance of the abstract parent state constitutes an independent 
state machine.  It contains the definitions of the three enumerations, 
default state action routines, and state machine initialization.  
Default actions are executed for undeclared transitions.  The 

initialization routine defines the allowed state transitions and the 
initial state of the machine. 

The third level of the State Map pattern consists of the concrete 
states derived from the abstract parent.  At creation time, these states 
are given a name corresponding to one of the state enumerations and 
they register with the parent.  Each concrete state implements only 
those actions that are allowed in that state.   

Advantages of the State Map pattern include: 1) having a central 
state transition map based upon enumerations allows display of a 
complete list of state transitions known by the state machine,  2) 
centralizing state transition information in the parent rather than 
spreading it among the concrete states enhances readability and 
maintainability of the state machine, 3) can be used to create 
independent families of state machines, and 4) allows multiple 
concurrent state machines. 

5.3 Data Driven Workflow 
The Shot Lifecycle state machine governs the general flow of a NIF 
shot.  A set of specific macro steps and their preconditions for all 
Shot Lifecycle states is called a shot model.  Each experiment 
definition is associated with a particular shot model.  Shot models 
are defined in an Oracle database.  Different shot models give the 
flexibility to operate the NIF in different ways without modifying 
software.  For instance, a laser-commissioning model is defined that 
does not include target area systems.   

Upon entry to a new Shot Lifecycle state, each Collaboration 
Supervisor queries the database to obtain the set of macro steps it is 
to execute, including all order dependencies and modes of 
operation.  Using protected objects and Ada tasks, each line of 
execution is advanced as macro steps complete and pre-conditions 
are satisfied.  The Collaboration Supervisor creates a separate task to 
support each subsystem line in the model.  Each Macro Step in a 
line is supported by a protected object known as a Response 
Bookkeeper (RBK) (Figure 10). The RBK tracks the completion of 
those Macro Steps defined as pre-conditions to its Macro Step.  
When a Shot Supervisor reports completion of a Macro Step, all 
RBKs in the model are updated with its completion status and the 
task associated with that Shot Supervisor is invoked to process the 
completion.  If it completed successfully, the next Macro Step in its 
line is retrieved and its RBK governs when the Macro Step can be 
issued.  When all pre-conditions to the Macro Step have reported 
successful completion, the RBK wait is released and either the Shot 
Supervisor is commanded to execute the Macro Step (Auto mode), 
or it is enabled on the GUI for the Lead Operator to manually select 
it for execution.  Shapes and colors are used to represent Macro Step 
progress and status on the GUI.  Failure of any Macro Step presents 
the Lead Operator with the ability to select any Macro Step whose 
pre-conditions have previously been met as a valid re-entry point.  
Upon re-entry, a recursive graph analysis automatically interrupts 
affected Shot Supervisors and restarts them at the appropriate node 
in the graph.  
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Collaboration Agent Requester

Initialize()
execute()
resume_countdown()
send_tick()
send_holding()
abort_activities()
countdown_aborted()
shutdown()
send_macro_steps_list()

Response Bookkeeper

initialize()
clear_ready_marks()
valid_participant()
add_participant()
add_participants()
remove_participant()
mark_responded()
cancel_response_wait()
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wait_for_response()
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initialize()
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shutdown()

Collaboration Agent
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execute_state()
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run_macro_script()
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Figure 10.  Collaboration Layer Class Diagram 

The subsystem shot management layer is responsible for executing 
Macro Steps (Figure 11).  The contents of a Macro Step are also 
defined in the database.  The shot supervisor framework obtains the 
Macro Step details from the database when it executes a particular 
Macro Step.  This portion of the shot framework relies heavily on 
the ICCS setpoint abstraction. 

The subsystem shot management layer also supports scripted Macro 
Step activities.  Steps are defined in XML documents that are read 
and executed by the framework.  The XML scripts provide some 
primitive language constructs.  This scripting capability gives the 
shot framework late behavior binding.  If necessary, the behavior of 
a macro step can be changed in XML data without modifying code. 

5.4 Change Manager/Dynamic Participation 
The initial experiment goals for a NIF shot specify participating 
beams, energies, pulse shape, diagnostics, etc.  Derived goals 
establish settings required to accomplish the experiment goals. 
Because approval of an experiment happens sometime before the 
shot is scheduled, changes in the laser configuration may be 
required to accommodate situations arising at the time of the shot.  
For example, a particular beam or diagnostic may not be functioning 
properly to support the shot.  The Shot Framework is required to 
allow system operators to reconfigure the participation and/or 
derived settings.   

The Macro Step base class 
provides base behaviors for 
macro steps.  It supports 
creation with initialization data 
from the database.  Derivations 
of this class may override the 
initial_done_check, 
ready_check, perform, abort, 
and final_done_check methods 
to specialize particular macro 
steps.  These objects will be 
created on demand when the 
local shot agent is commanded 
to execut_macro_stept.  It is 
anticipated for the majority of 
cases that the ready_check and 
done_check operations can be 
performed by the framework.

Specialized Macro Step

perform()
abort()

This example extention of the macro 
step base class overrides the perform 
and abort operations to accomodate 
special behaviors.  Other methods 
can be overridden as needed.

Macro Step

ready_check()
perform()
abort()
initial_done_check()
final_done_check()
show_verify()
show_perform()
show_check_done()
make_verify_xml()
make_perform_xml()
make_check_done_xml()
initialize()
build_macro_step_description()
get_automated_xml_description()
get_manual_xml_description()
get_next_button()
init_last_button_executed()
has_last_button_executed()
set_last_button_executed()
has_buttons()
get_progress()
last_button()
last_sub_button()
get_button_name()
button_has_script()
get_script_info()
get_step_indices()
get_step_status()

Local Shot Agent

verify_state()
execute_state()
execute_macro_step()
get_macro_step_status()
abort_activities()
tick()
holding()
resuming()
countdown_aborted()
answer_state()
creation_init()
shot_init()
handle_event()
handle_alert()
button_event()
run_script()
deactivate_tick()
assign_tick()
lsa_taxon()
shutdown()
pause_macro_step()
resume_macro_step()

1..n

1

1..n

1

Figure 11. Macro Step Class Diagram 
  
To accommodate this requirement, all shot steps and verifications 
must take into account the concept of participation.  The shot 
framework maintains participation information for a predefined set 
of laser/diagnostic components.  Macro Step execution queries 
participation prior to all verification and perform operations. 
The participation information is generated by database calculations 
based on shot-specific laser beam and diagnostic use plans.  A 
Change Manager tool provides the human interface to modify 
participation during the shot cycle.  It enforces certain rules of 
engagement for change requests, approvals, and recalculation of 
participation that allow changes to laser settings and permits de-
participation of failed components including the removal of entire 
laser beams from the shot.  The Change Manager tool is 
implemented in Java.  A shot framework participation object is 
implemented in Ada that resides in each subsystem shot supervisor 
process.  The participation object is updated at the beginning of the 
upcoming Macro Step whenever participation is recalculated. 

5.5 Countdown Clock 
Time-critical sequences are executed during a 255 second 
countdown implemented by the Countdown Shot Lifecycle State.  
This includes final checks, charging of capacitors, and verification 
of critical devices.  A failure in any one of these activities 
automatically suspends the countdown. In certain critical failures the 
shot is aborted and transitions to Post-Countdown activities.  At T-2 
seconds, the Shot Director software gives control over to the Facility 
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Timing System, which in turn activates thousands of preset delay 
timers at the FEP layer that trigger firing and diagnosing the shot.  

Figure 12. NIF Shot Countdown 

The Shot Director software contains the countdown clock 
implementation utilizing Ada tasks.  It manages the emission of ticks 
every second, and manages “shot holds” that may be requested by 
the subsystem shot management layer.  Each Shot Supervisor 
contains a countdown agent that receives ticks and executes 
subsystem specific activities at particular times in the countdown.  
The countdown clock supports shot holds registered before the 
clock starts.  These are referred to as synchronization holds and if 
not removed prior to their associated tick, will cause the clock to 
stop and send a holding message to all countdown participants.  
Holds can also be registered while the clock is running.  These are 
referred to as exception holds and cause the clock to stop 
immediately.  Participants are also notified of exception holds. 

5.6 Abort/Abandon Semantics 
One of the primary requirements of the Shot Framework is to 
support abort and abandon semantics.  Aborts are specific to the 
countdown shot lifecycle state.  The countdown is where critical 
device states are verified and high-energy pulse power systems are 
charged and fired.  If a certain class of problem is detected by ICCS 
software within certain critical regions of the countdown, the shot 
must be aborted to prevent potential equipment damage or spoiling 
the shot.  When one subsystem shot supervisor detects a problem, it 
may request an abort that is propagated to all shot management 
layers.  Subsystem operators also have access to an abort button that 
initiates the abort sequence. 

Stopping tasks that are performing work and doing appropriate 
cleanup is a difficult design problem for software systems, 
particularly for highly distributed, multithreaded systems like ICCS.  
Ada95 has abort semantics built into the language with the 
asynchronous transfer of control (ATC) tasking construct [8].  The 
subsystem shot management portion of the framework uses ATCs to 
force tasks to stop active work and perform cleanup activities.  Even 
with ATCs, getting abort sequences to perform reliably has been a 
difficult problem.  The Ada run-time implementation must handle 
myriad finalization issues when a task is aborted using the ATC.  In 
addition, the cleanup activities may be very complicated for 
software objects with state and for hardware components.  Most 
reliability problems in the shot software layers have been associated 
with abort semantics. 

Abandon semantics are handled by the Shot Lifecycle state machine.  
A shot may be abandoned when failures in hardware or software 
make continuing shot execution unfeasible.  Shot abandon may only 
be requested by the Lead Operator.  It causes the Shot Lifecycle 
state machine to go directly to the “End Shot” state.  Cleanup 
activities for an abandoned shot must reset all shot-related 
components to their idle/safe state regardless of the state where the 
abandon was initiated.  Again, these cleanup activities may be 
complex for some subsystems. 

Through a continuing process of refinement, the abort and abandon 
semantics are becoming more robust.  Ada95 ATCs continue to be 
an important language feature for shot abort sequences. 

5.7 Use of XML 
XML is an important technology in the ICCS. The Shot Framework, 
the Automatic Alignment Subsystem, the Optics Inspection 
Subsystem, and the GUI Framework use it extensively.  As 
previously discussed, it provides late semantic binding for data-
driven behavior.  The Ada-based Sequence Control Language (SCL) 
Framework in ICCS uses XML as the script implementation 
language.  It supports several language constructs including: 
begin/end blocks, case statement, if statement, and while statement.    

In addition to the SCL Framework, XML is used for GUI message 
streams between the Ada-based shot management layers and the 
Java-based shot GUIs.  XML Document Type Definitions (DTD) 
are defined for various shot-related messages that are interpreted and 
displayed by the GUI framework.  This has proven to be a very 
flexible design.  The GUI Framework also uses XML documents to 
describe schematic representations of LRUs. 

The initial Ada XML parser implementation for ICCS used an 
Ada/C binding to a C XML library.  In 2003, a fairly seamless 
migration to a native Ada XML implementation was performed. The 
current XML suite for Ada95 was obtained from ACT-Europe as a 
GNU Public License from the Free Software Foundation.  

6. Summary 
The ICCS architecture is logically comprised of 24 independent 
bundle control systems and includes a front-end or bottom layer 
consisting of about 700 front-end processors and a supervisory or 
top layer of 50 powerful computers. An overlying Ada based shot 
management layer coordinates shot automation for components in 
all 192 beams.   

The ICCS for the National Ignition Facility will have about 1.4 
million lines of code running on hundreds of computers that is 
coordinated from a state-of-the-art control room to operate laser 
shots automatically. The software code base is predominantly 70% 
Ada with the balance in Java. The ICCS proved itself over the past 
two years during the NIF Early Light campaign, which used a quad 
of the first four completed lasers to successfully conduct more than 
400 shots. With the first quad in operation, at least one of every type 
of hardware device use by NIF was successfully monitored and 
controlled by ICCS. During the next three years, as more hardware 
is installed to complete NIF, control system software proven on the 
first quad will be replicated to activate the remaining bundles.  

Ada95 provides language features that enabled the construction of a 
highly distributed, complex control application.  The Ada tasking 
model and protected types provide multi-threaded behaviors and 
synchronization mechanisms required by the ICCS.  The ICCS 
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framework design accommodates substantial distribution complexity 
and supports a large scale control system.  With the ability to modify 
the shot behavior by simply updating the database, the ICCS Shot 
Control Framework provides the robustness and flexibility necessary 
to support the scale, complexity and 30-year expected lifetime of the 
NIF. 
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